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I 3 elementi chiave per lo sviluppo del
business cognitivo
Right Ecosystem

Right Platform

Right Data
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3 casi esemplicativi basati su API COGNITIVE

Play Video
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Le API COGNITIVE sono in continua crescita
alimentate da R&D
Waston that competed on Jeopardy in
2011 comprised what
is now a single API—Q&A—built
on five underlying technologies.

Since then, Watson

has grown to

a family of 18 APIs.

By the end of 2016, there will
be nearly 50 Watson APIs—
with more added every year.
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Oggi sono disponibili 18 servizi autoconsistenti
suddivisi in 4 classi
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I servizi sono ospitati su piattaforma
Cloud Paas Bluemix
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Servizi cognitivi – In pratica
Natural Language
Classifier
Cos’è?

Interpreta e classifica espressioni in
linguaggio naturale fornendo un
grado di confidenza
Come funziona?
Utilizza il «deep-learning» per
interpretare e classificare brevi testi
con un grado di confidenza.
Casi D’uso
Alchemy
Rispondere a domande ricorrenti cheData
News
solitamente sono gestate da
operatori

Classificazione di SMS come
personali, di lavoro, o promozionali
Classificazione di tweets (eventi,
notizie, opinion)
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https://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibmwatson/developercloud

Il potenziale di innovazione non ha limite.....

Organized Data

Watson APIs

possibili
combinazioni fra servizi e sorgenti dati disponibili

... le nuove potenziali applicazioni potrebbero essere pari alle

... un esperienza per esplorare il potenziale

BACK UP
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Beta services available now with more in plan
User Modeling
Personality insights to engage
users on their own terms

Message Resonance

Communicate with people with a
style and words that suits them

Concept Expansion

Maps euphemisms to more
commonly understood
phrases

Relationship Extraction

Intelligently finds relationships between
sentences components

Machine Translation
Translate text from one language to
another.

Language Identification
Identifies the language in
which text is written

Question and Answer
Direct responses to users
inquiries fueled by primary
document sources

Visualization Rendering
Graphical representations of
data analysis for easier
understanding

Concept Insights
Explores concepts behind your input,
identifying associations beyond traditional
text matching

Speech to Text
Transcribes English speech to
text with low latency

Text to Speech
Synthesizes natural-sounding
speech from English or Spanish
text

Tradeoff Analytics
Helps users make better choices by
weighing multiple and often conflicting goals

Visual Recognition
Analyzes the visual content of images and
video frames to understand their content
directly

The Content Marketplace provides data for
Watson services
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Who is using the services today?
We ran a five week closed beta with twelve participants. Examples:

“…we were able to
quickly and easily
embed Watson's
capabilities into our
eyeQinsights platform
to provide an even
more personalized
shopping experience”

“we’re able to work with
cognitive computing
capabilities that we
couldn’t dream of
creating ourselves - it’s
a fantastic opportunity
and a real chance to
transform our industry”

“[this] is like putting the
Hubble telescope in the
hands of a backyard
astronomer… Watson’s
cognitive possibilities
alone will spawn a
completely new service
industry…”
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User Modeling
What is it?
Personality insights to engage users on their own
terms
How does it work?
Extracts a set of personality and social traits
based on the way a person communicates.
Use CasesGuiding customer treatment - if a customer calls in,
should my representative be friendly, outgoing, or
just matter-of-fact

Machine Translation
What is it?
Translate text from one language to
another.
How does it work?
Converts text input in one language
into a destination language
Use Cases
A French speaking help desk
representative is assisting a
Portuguese speaking customer
through a chat

Message Resonance
What is it?
Communicate with people with a style
and words that suits them
How does it work?
Analyzes draft content and scores how
well it is likely to be received by a
specific target audience.
Use Cases
Among people active in cloud
computing discussions, option A
content is likely to resonate very well

Visionary mobile protoype

Concept Expansion
What is it?
Maps euphemisms or colloquial terms
to more commonly understood phrases
How does it work?
Analyses text and interprets its
meaning based on usage in other
similar contexts.
Use CasesExample: interprets “The Big Apple” as
meaning “New York City”.

Relationship Extraction
What is it?
Intelligently finds relationships between
nouns, verbs, subjects, objects, etc.
How does it work?
Parses sentences into their various
components and detects relationships
between the components.
Use CasesNews article analysis to extract relevant
people, organization, event type,
date/time, or location

Question and Answer
What is it?
Direct responses to users inquiries fueled
by primary document sources
How does it work?
Interprets and answers user questions
based on source data and returns
candidate responses with associated
confidence levels and links to supporting
evidence.
Use CasesHealthcare: What is a stroke? What is
the cause of Wilson Disease?
Travel: Where is the best place to stay in
Prague?

Asks a question
Understands question
Produces possible answers and
evidence
Analyzes evidence
Computes confidence
Delivers response, evidence and
confidence
Considers response and
evidence

Visualization Rendering
What is it?
Graphical representations of data
analysis for easier understanding
How does it work?
Graphically renders data as an
interactive visualization that can be
easily modified to match user needs,
visual styling, and types of data being
analyzed.
Use CasesRepresentation of neighborhood
demographic data as showing income
levels centered on geographic locations
on maps

Visionary mobile prototype

Language Identification
What is it?
Identifies the language in which text is
written
How does it work?
Can be used in tandem with the
Machine Translation service.
Use CasesA building block for Machine
Translation and future tech.

Speech to Text
What is it?
Recognition of the words that are being
spoken in a live audio stream and
transcribes into text
How does it work?
In addition to converting a raw audio signal
into a best-guess of the words that are
being spoken, intelligence about the
relevant grammar / how language is used
within a specific context is incorporated to
generate a more accurate transcription.
Example Use Cases
• Mobile apps.
• Voice-control of applications / embedded
devices.
• Transcription of meetings and conference
calls.
• Dictation of emails.
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Text to Speech
What is it?
Generates an audio file that has a verbal
representation of the input text – complete
with appropriate cadence and intonation.
How does it work?
Converts textual input into speech, and
provides the option of three voices in
English or Spanish, including the American
English voice used by Watson in the 2011
Jeopardy match.
Example Use Cases
• Mobile apps.
• Assistance tools for the vision-impaired.
• Read texts / emails aloud.
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Concept Insights
What is it?
Locate relevant documents that may not
directly mention your query.
How does it work?
Maps user-input words to the underlying concepts of
those words based on training on English Wikipedia
data. The service identifies explicit links when an input
document directly mentions a concept, and implicit
links when relevant concepts that are not directly
mentioned.
Example Use Cases
• A legal firm could utilize this service to
identify cases which may be related to the
case in question
• Improve engagement on any external
website

Visual Recognition
What is it?
Analyzes analyzes the visual appearance of
images or video frames to understand what
is happening in a scene.
How does it work?
Includes an unmatched number of preset
classifier and trained labels (2,000+), a
taxonomy that recognizes 150+ diferent
sports, and can ingest 1,000+ batch images
with the ability to recognize multiple labels
in a picture.
Example Use Cases
• Audio-visual indexing and search of
media archive
• Automatic “Smart Album” generation
• Marketing data analysis from social
media - For e.g., mine Pinterest images
and perform segmentation
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Tradeoff Analytics
What is it?
Helps make better choices under multiple
conflicting goals with smart visualizations and
analytical recommendations.
How does it work?
Uses Pareto filtering techniques in order to
surface only the optimal alternatives across
multiple criteria. It then uses various analytical
and visual approaches to help the decision
maker analyze the tradeofs.
Use Cases
• Enable retailers and manufacturers to determine
product mix
• Allow consumers to compare and contrast
competitive products or services

